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A post-qualifying engine change, some inspired driving, and luck with 
the weather were to prove decisive for Racelogic, with Nigel Greensall 
holding off a baying pack at the conclusion of a scheduled four hour 
race at Brands Hatch.

A field of 28 Fun Cup competitors gathered at the Kent track for a test 
of man, woman and machine.

The hour-long qualifying was largely uneventful, with just one Safety 
Car intervention to aid the recovery of the Track Torque Thurlston 
Arrow car from the unforgiving Paddock Hill Bend gravel trap.

With the track thankfully remaining dry throughout, despite threaten-
ing grey clouds, all 28 cars dipped below the magic minute mark, the 
Geometric entry a mere 3/1000ths ahead of the PW Racing car, with 
ex-BTCC star Anthony Reid on board and admitting to being “excited” 
by the atmosphere in the build-up to the event. 

Third quickest was Eco Racing Hubris, drawn 4th in the grid ballot, a 
possible indication of an early bid for the lead. The honour of pole 
position went to Global Racing, sharing the front row with the Scuder-
ia Xcat entry and Wave 9 on the inside of the second row. 

The old motor sport adage of, “You don't win a race on the first lap” 
didn't seem to apply to the Fun Cup runners as they jostled for 
position as the lights went out to start the race, with all 28 cars 
successfully negotiating the first lap of the tight and twisty Indy circuit. 
However, the fast-starting Geometric car's attempt to wrest third 
place for the Eco Racing Hubris entry at the start of lap 3 ended with 
both cars in the Paddock Hill Bend gravel trap and the first Safety Car 
of the race. 
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Even at this early stage, seasoned Fun Cup observers were saying they 
had never seen such frantic action so early in proceedings, which saw 
the SuperUnleaded.com car take the lead from the Global Racing 
pole-sitter.

When the Safety Car pulled off to get racing back under way, the 
leader had the JPR – Uvio car, driven by the amusingly-named 'Farqui-
ni Deott', in its mirrors, closing lap-by-lap until it moved ahead on lap 
23. With Neil Smith at the wheel of the Track Focused entry following 
suit shortly afterwards, a spin from Adam Lucas dropping him off the 
lead battle in third.

The first opening of the Pit Stop window coincided with the second 
Safety Car to retrieve the MCAC car from Clark Curve, with the track 
magically emptying and the pits filling up. As the race went Green Flag, 
the Track Focused car – yet to pit – led from Racelogic.

As the first stint drivers caught their breath and rehydrated after a 
humid mid-afternoon session, Sarah Reader, who started the Global 
Racing car from pole position, admitted it had been “hard work,” as 
she was muscled down the order. 

Starring at an early stage was multiple Brands Mazda and Silverstone 
Fun Cup winner Tom Roche at the wheel of the JPR – Isla car, who 
admitted that he had spent “more of my time looking in the mirrors 
rather than ahead of me,” not that this was reflected in his pace, and 
modestly belied his Round 1 win at Silverstone.
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The race's third Safety Car was called when the Wave 9 car spun at 
Paddock Hill Bend, collecting Anthony Reid in the PW Racing entry, 
which made its way back to the pits for extensive repairs. “That wasn't 
in the game plan,” said Reid. “Hopefully, we can get back out.”

With Nigel Greensall at the wheel of the Racelogic car, it was climbing 
its way through the order, making up for lost time. The team had 
considered the engine used in qualifying was down on power, and 
changed it in time for the race.

The middle stages of the race seemed relatively calm until a spin at 
Paddock Hill Bend for the Eco Racing car involved Truman's and Team 
Lane Roofing, necessitating another caution period.

Recovering in the pits after his stint, SuperUnleaded.com's Chris 
Dovell revealed “It's been hot and muggy, but good fun”. Tom Mills 
reported that as far as the Eco Racing entry was concerned, “the car 
was good, but the driver was lacking pace. You don't want to chuck it 
into the boonies trying to keep up,” he said, defending his tactics.

The Racelogic car briefly took the lead before pitting just after half-dis-
tance, but a marker had been put down for the latter stages as further 
pit stops, Safety Cars and driver changes shook up the order. 

As the race entered its final hour, the JPR - Uvio, Racelogic and Eco 
Racing cars looked best placed to battle for top honours, but the Fun 
Cup usually throws up some last-minute surprises, with a brief 
caution period being almost immediately followed by a second, 
lengthier spell, giving the contenders little chance to do battle. Added 
to the mix was the presence among the leading runners of Reid at the 
wheel of the repaired PW car, albeit many laps down, but bang on the 
pace. 

Following a further Safety Car intervention, some 15 minutes 
remained, with Greensall moving ahead and opening up a gap, but 
sudden rain in the final moments of the race were to see track condi-
tions become extremely dicey, with Greensall having to be wary of the 
pursuing pack as well as the slippery surface. 

A handful of cars were not so lucky, stranded at either end of the 
circuit having been caught out, with Clerk of the Course Julian Floyd 
wisely deciding to bring an early (around two minutes) halt to 
proceedings. The countback saw Team Racelogic retain the victory, 
ahead of JPR - Uvio, and Team Honeywell, which put in a strong   
showing in the latter stages.  

Racelogic's decision to change the engine 
had been vindicated, with Julian Thomas enthusing 
about an “exciting race” after his mid-race stint. Greensall 
was similarly happy when emerging from the car, declaring it had 
been a “great race”. 

“I could have done with the race running another 30 minutes or so,” 
joked Reid, who defended his actions dicing with the lead runners 
while several laps adrift. “I had every right to compete; it's allowed at 
Le Mans,” he said. “I'm excited by the prospects for the rest of the 
year.”

'Excitement' seemed to be the word of everyone's lips during the race 
and afterwards, with the combination of 28 cars, a tight and twisty 
Brands Hatch Indy Circuit and a range of driver experience ensuring 
non-stop action throughout the four hours.
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1  Team Racelogic (Julian Thomas/Nigel Greensall/Jon Tomlinson) 226   
laps in 3h57m15.615s (69.03mph);

2   JPR –Uvio (Graham Roberts/Farquini Deott) +3.797s; 

3  Team Honeywell (Neil Plimmer/Geoff Fawcett/Tim Wheeldon);

4  JPR-Isla Racing (Neil Primrose/Tom Roche);

5  Scuderia Xcat (Rob Thomas/Simon Bonham/Martin Harris); 

6  Eco Racing (Paul Abraham/Tom Mills); 

7  DespatchBay.com (Andy Bicknell/John Griffiths);

8  Track Focused (Sean Cooper/Michael McCollum/Neil Smith);

9  DFDC (William Wright/Marcus Barry/Andrew Hinch);

10   Super Unleaded.com Racing (Christopher Dovell/Adam Lucas / 
Mark Slatter)
 
Fastest lap  JPR-Uvio) 56.111s (77.50mph).

Words by Colin Mann
Published by Peter Scherer for Fun Cup, June 23rd 2015.

Congratulations to car 21, DFDC. Drivers Marcus Batty, Andrew Hinch 
and William Wright, were awarded the "Team of the Day", after 
finishing in 9th.
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